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Abstract—This paper introduces the first general reuse-centric accelerator for CNN inferences. Unlike prior work that exploits similarities only across consecutive video frames, general reuse-centric accelerator is able to discover similarities among arbitrary patches within an image or across independent images, and translate them into computation time and energy savings. Experiments show that the accelerator complements both prior software-based CNN and various CNN hardware accelerators, producing up to 14.96X speedups for similarity discovery, up to 3.33X speedups for a convolutional layer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been widely used in many data mining and machine learning domains in recent years. They are the pillars supporting many important tasks, from object recognition, to autonomous driving, gesture recognition, and so on. The inference speed and energy efficiency of CNN are essential for it to work effectively on embedded devices.

The needs have driven a strand of efforts in developing special hardware accelerators [1]–[4]. These accelerators have mostly centered around streamlining matrix multiplication, the core computation in CNN.

A complementary direction is exploration of computation reuse in CNN accelerators to save energy and time. This direction has been explored only recently. The existing explorations [2], [5], [6] have been mostly focused on temporal similarities of corresponding elements (e.g., pixels or objects) across consecutive video or speech frames. In a recent work [2], for instance, the authors avoid the computation on a pixel if it (after quantization) stays unchanged from the previous frame. We call these designs temporal reuse-based accelerators.

In this work, we propose general reuse-centric CNN accelerator. It features a much more general kind of reuse. As Figure 1 (a) shows, the traditional reuse is limited to between corresponding elements in consecutive frames only. General reuse, on the other hand, can be between elements from two different objects in the same image (e.g., the sky patches in the first image, grass patches in the second image in Figure 1 (b)); it can also be between elements in two totally independent images (e.g., the patch on the cactus in the first image and the dark forest in the second image in Figure 1 (b)). In addition, in general reuse, the reuse can have a flexible granularity, from as small as one element to as large as a large tile.

In a sense, the previously explored temporal reuse can be regarded as a special case of general reuse: the granularity is one and limited to temporal level across frames. General reuse covers both spatial similarity and temporal similarity with flexible granularity.

This generalization significantly expands the applicability of reuse-based acceleration. Many datasets—such as a collection of static images—are not temporal sequences. For such datasets, pixel-level temporal similarity is scarce. Besides better applicability, general reuse can magnify the benefits of reuse for temporal sequence data by uncovering more acceleration opportunities.

We draw on Figure 2 to explain how general reuse saves computations in CNN. We first introduce a term, neuron vector, which refers to a sequence of consecutive neurons in an input layer or a middle layer—general reuse applies also to the data (called activation maps) on middle layers. In Figure 2, x is an unfolded input matrix. Each element corresponds to the value of one neuron. Every three elements in the example correspond to the value of a neuron vector. Based on neuron vector similarities, the eight neuron vectors fall into four groups, represented in four colors. The dot product with a weight vector (e.g., \(x_{11} \cdot w_{11}\)) can be reused for the neuron vectors in the same group (e.g., \(x_{13} \cdot w_{11}\) and \(x_{14} \cdot w_{11}\)).

General reuse-centric CNN accelerator is a hardware accelerator built on general reuse. It is designed to effectively translate neuron vector similarities into computation time savings.

The generality of general reuse entails a series of special challenges in creating the accelerator.
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1. First, how to make it efficiently uncover general similarities. Unlike temporal similarities, a simple comparison of same-index pixels is insufficient for uncovering general similarities as similar neuron vectors could appear anywhere. We address the problem by borrowing the idea of locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) [7], [8] and creating a hardware-based online clustering engine.

2. Second, how to make its design fit reuse-centric CNN computations. The computation and data access patterns that the accelerator needs to handle are different from those in regular matrix multiplications. To ensure the efficiency of the computations, we propose a tri-module coordinated hardware pipeline, assisted with a data-discerning caching scheme and an on-the-fly matrix unfolding unit to minimize both the number of memory accesses and data movements to the accelerator.

3. Third, how to make the design able to easily adapt to data differences and layer differences. When general reuse is used, the right settings for the neuron vector lengths and clustering engines could differ across layers of different widths and data of different sizes. As a CNN usually consists of a stack of different layers, fast adaptations in hardware is essential. We address the challenge through a design of template-based lightweight reconfigurations.

4. Finally, how to make general reuse easily integratable into other CNN accelerators. General reuse is an optimization complementing the prior hardware efforts in streamlining matrix multiplications. It is hence desirable if the reuse-centric accelerator can be made easily integratable into existing CNN accelerators to realize the compound benefits. Towards that goal, our design features a modular design, wrapping up the essential components (for similarity uncovering) into a module that can be easily plugged into other CNN accelerators.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that introduces general reuse into CNN hardware acceleration, creates a general reuse-centric CNN accelerator, and demonstrates the significant benefits and synergy with existing CNN accelerators. As will be demonstrated in Section 8, it could speed up the inference stage around an order of magnitude.

2 Background

CNN As a deep neural network, a typical CNN consists of many layers, including the convolutional layer, the ReLU layer, the pooling layer and so on. The CNN can take an image as an input and output a class label for the image. Inside a CNN, each layer has its own input (e.g., input image for the first convolutional layer and activation maps for the following convolutional layers) and its output will be fed as the input to the layer next to it. Among all different types of layers, the convolutional layer is the most computationally intensive one. It usually consumes a large portion of the computation resources during the inference.

A widely used method, the matrix multiplication-based method, casts the inputs into matrices and leverage the high performance matrix-matrix multiplication routine of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS) [10] for computation. Using the first convolutional layer as an example, an input image is unfolded into a large input matrix $X$.

![Fig. 2. An example of the basic form of computation reuse across neuron vectors in convolution $X \times W$ [9].](image)

The input matrix is multiplied with a weight matrix $W$, producing an output matrix such as $y = x \cdot W$. Figure 2 gives an illustration of this matrix multiplication process. Let $N$ be the number of rows of the input matrix $x$, $K$ be the number of columns of $x$ and $M$ be the number of columns of the weight matrix $W$, the computation complexity of the convolutional layer is $O(N \cdot K \cdot M)$.

A major inefficiency of the matrix multiplication-based implementation is additional memory requirement due to unfolding the input (input image or activation maps) into a large input matrix.

Existence of general reuse opportunities Neuron vector similarities have been observed before. Ning and others have reported a broad existence of neuron similarities in popular image datasets [9], [11]. Table 1 gives some samples of the observations from the previous study: The three networks can maintain the default inference accuracy if similar neuron vectors (lengths vary across layers) are grouped together and only the cluster centers are used in the CNN computations. The average cluster sizes are as large as 6–100 neuron vectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AVG Cluster Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CifarNet</td>
<td>Cifar10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexNet</td>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG</td>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the observed existence of general reuse, there has been no way to leverage it efficiently in hardware CNN accelerators. The previous explorations [9], [11] have only used software methods to demonstrate the potential of general reuse for saving CNN computations. Due to lack of efficient solutions to uncover the reuse opportunities, the software methods suffer large runtime overhead (over 60% for CifarNet and 18%–53% for AlexNet). How to effectively tap into the full potential of general reuse remains an open question.

3 Overall Design Considerations

This section first presents our principles in designing the general reuse-centric accelerator. It then describes the overall workflow of general reuse-centric convolution, and reveals the performance bottleneck by showing profiling data. After that, it gives a high-level overview of our design.
Design Principles When designing the accelerator, we follow three principles.

- **Reusability.** The accelerator should be usable for both software CNN and various hardware CNN accelerators. As reuse is complementary to other optimizations, this principle will ensure that the potential benefits of the accelerator can be maximized by working with other software and hardware artifacts.
- **Resource efficiency.** The design should focus resource in alleviating the bottleneck. This ensures high efficiency in area and cost, which is essential for it to integrate into other accelerators.
- **Memory efficiency.** The design should minimize data movements and memory usage; both are important for the efficiency and scalability of an accelerator.

Overall Work Flow and Bottleneck

To help explain the performance bottleneck in reuse-centric convolution, based on a prior work [9], we outline in Figure 3 the workflow of software-based convolution that tries to leverage neuron vector similarities. There are four main computation modules: unfolding, similarity discovery, centroid matrix-multiplication and full-result derivation. **Unfolding** is to derive a large matrix from an input image by extending each convolution window into one row in the matrix; one pixel in the image is typically duplicated on multiple rows in the unfolded matrix as the convolution tiles often have overlaps. **Similarity discovery** puts similar neuron vectors into one cluster. **Centroid matrix-multiplication (MM)** multiplies the centroids of the clusters with the weight matrix. **Full-result derivation** recovers the full output matrix by duplicating elements in the output of centroid MM. Many computations can be saved as centroid MM replaces the original unfolded input and weight matrix multiplication.

Table 2 gives the time breakdown of the modules in convolution, measured on a Huawei SE Mate mobile phone.

**Table 2**  
The breakdown of the unfolding-based reuse-centric convolution running time. S.D. is similarity discover. C.MM is centroid matrix-multiplication. F.D. is full-result derivation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Unfold</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>C.MM</th>
<th>F.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CifarNet</td>
<td>conv1</td>
<td>16.65%</td>
<td>52.56%</td>
<td>3.63%</td>
<td>27.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv2</td>
<td>4.61%</td>
<td>44.33%</td>
<td>17.30%</td>
<td>33.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv1</td>
<td>10.80%</td>
<td>41.85%</td>
<td>24.18%</td>
<td>23.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv2</td>
<td>1.33%</td>
<td>27.08%</td>
<td>54.72%</td>
<td>16.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv3</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
<td>15.68%</td>
<td>47.52%</td>
<td>36.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv4</td>
<td>0.67%</td>
<td>18.97%</td>
<td>65.18%</td>
<td>15.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conv5</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>22.91%</td>
<td>47.48%</td>
<td>28.60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview of the Design

Among the main modules, we choose to concentrate our accelerator design on **general reuse discovery**, for several reasons. First, it aligns with the second principle listed at the beginning of this section. **Similarity discovery** is one of the most time consuming components in the convolution as Table 2 shows. The other time consuming component is centroid MM. But as it is basically a regular Matrix Multiplication, existing accelerators can already accelerate it. Second, it aligns with the first design principle as well. Specifically, we create a **general reuse discovery engine**, which discovers the similarities of neuron vectors and exposes the reuse opportunities. Compared to an entire convolution accelerator, such an engine offers much better reusability. It can be easily integrated into other convolution accelerators or software-based convolutions, meeting the first principle.

In addition, we create **on-the-fly unfolding unit** to help avoid the unfolding overhead as well as minimizing data movements to the hardware accelerator. Along with the **data-discerning caching feature**, it minimizes data movements and memory usage, meeting the third design principle.

In the rest of this paper, we first describe the basic design of the **general reuse discovery engine** in Section 4 and its advanced features in Section 5, then explain the **on-the-fly unfolding module** in Section 6, and finally illustrate how the accelerator can be integrated into existing software and hardware CNN implementations in Section 7.

4 BASIC DESIGN OF GENERAL REUSE DISCOVERY ENGINE

4.1 Reuse-Centric Abstraction Model

As mentioned before, our goal is to implement a general reuse discovery engine to extract the similarities between neuron vectors and exploit reuse opportunities. While our accelerator is generic enough to be used with any software or hardware platform, it is also fast, efficient, and cost effective.

Online clustering is at the center of general reuse discovery. While we propose a generic framework, matrix multiplication based reuse implementations can be considered as an
example. An input matrix with a $N \times K$ size is divided into sub-matrices with shorter neuron vector lengths based on a pre-determined clustering granularity, denoted as $L$. For each sub-matrix, the similarity detection module identifies the similarity among neuron vectors by grouping them into clusters. It outputs the centroids for all the clusters and the cluster IDs for all the neuron vectors.

As mentioned in Section 2, there are different clustering methods for similarity detection, including K-means, HyperCube and Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH). Among these three methods, LSH based method can generate good clustering results for efficient neuron vector similarity identification. Meanwhile, it is light-weight and has the least overheads compared to the other two options. Therefore, LSH has been chosen for reuse-centric CNN acceleration.

Given $H$ hashing vectors, each neuron vector in a sub-matrix is mapped to a bit vector with a length of $H$ indicating the cluster ID of the neuron vector. Figure 4 gives an illustration of the similarity detection module. In this example, input matrix is divided into 2 sub-matrices, where $L = K/2$. Each dashed boundary represents an LSH based similarity detection module, which we accelerate through our hardware implementation.

As a method for solving the approximate nearest neighbor problem [7], [8], [12]–[14], LSH maps input vectors to bit vectors using a series of hashing functions. Specifically, for an input vector $x$, a hashing function $h$ is determined by a random vector $v$ using the following formula:

$$ h_v(x) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v \cdot x > 0 \\ 0 & \text{if } v \cdot x \leq 0 \end{cases} $$

Given $H$ hashing functions, each neuron vector is mapped to a bit vector with a length of $H$ after executing on the LSH unit. The bit vectors from all the neuron vectors in a sub-matrix form the hashing result of this sub-matrix as shown in Figure 4. Neuron vectors with small distances have high probability to be hashed to the same bit vector. Therefore, neuron vectors being mapped to the same bit vector are considered to be part of the same cluster. We use each unique bit vector in the hashing result as the corresponding cluster ID and compute the centroid of each cluster accordingly. Algorithm 1 gives a detailed description of the aforementioned LSH based similarity detection.

**Algorithm 1** LSH based similarity detection

1. **Input:** input matrix $x$ with dimension $N \times K$; hashing matrix $H$ with dimension $K \times H$.
2. **Algorithm:**
3. Initialize with $C_{ID} = \{ \}, C = \{ \}, C_{count} = \{ \}, ID$ with dimension $N$
4. for each row vector $x_i$
5. Compute the bit vectors $bv$
6. $ID_i = bv$
7. if $bv \in C_{ID}$ then
8. $C_{ID}=bv + x_i$
9. $C_{count,ID}=bv + 1$
10. else
11. $C_{ID} = C_{ID} \cup bv$
12. $C_{count,ID}=bv + 1$
13. $C_{ID}=bv$
14. for each id in $C_{ID}$
15. $C_{ID}=id/ = C_{count,ID}=id$
16. return $C$ and $ID$

In this section, we focus the accelerator design on LSH-based similarity detection and centroid generation. In this approach, there are basic data structures corresponding to each convolutional layer along with serial functions for the aforementioned operations.

The reuse-centric framework enables the neuron vectors at a layer to be grouped into a small number of clusters, each with its own centroid. This way, the amount of vector dot product between all the neuron vectors and the weight is reduced down to the dot product between the centroids and the weight. Many deep learning models can be naturally represented using this model, thereby providing significant energy savings and speedup.

### 4.2 Execution Scenario

In this subsection, we describe the execution flow in the accelerator.

1. Initially, hash tables inside the LSH module are filled with random data.
2. Then, configurations are done according to the size of input feature map and network.
3. Once the configuration settings are complete, neuron vectors start streaming.
4. LSH module performs the dot product between input vectors and hash tables, generating a key (clusterID) pointing out to the cluster that neuron vector belongs to.
5. For the neuron vectors belonging to the same cluster, only centroid information is written to the memory with the index clusterID.
6. When all inputs are processed, user can request all the clusters using associated keys.
It is important to note that reconfigurability is crucial for the accelerator to fit the needs of different CNN layers, benchmarks, or data sets. More specifically, the accelerator must be able to adapt to the image related parameters such as the input dimension, the neuron vector to be processed, and the hash size. For example, hash is critical for centroid calculation, which should be reconfigured in accordance with the benchmark in question, the number of images used, and the specific layer. Since CNN usually consists of a stack of layers, fast adaptation in hardware becomes even more critical. Therefore, number of activation maps in each layer can change and our design adapts according to these changes through reconfiguration.

Reconfiguration is not limited to the image related parameters, it also includes key generation (a dot-product operation) to be performed using optimal number of multipliers and adders. Furthermore, memory controller and memory units can be reconfigured accordingly.

5 Advanced Accelerator Design

5.1 Basic Architecture

We propose a tri-module custom architecture to perform the operations described in Section 4.1. High level architectural view of the proposed accelerator is given in Figure 5.

Accelerator’s main task is to group similar neuron vectors into the same cluster and calculate the centroid vector corresponding to these neurons. It performs the dot product of neuron vectors with the hash table entries to determine the clusterID. The resulting clusterID and centroid are stored in memory to be used later by the software or hardware platform utilizing the accelerator.

The overall tri-module architecture relies on three main components, namely Similarity Detection Module (SDM), Centroid Calculation Module (CCM), and Main Controller (MC). The execution begins with requests done by CPU. MC issues signals required to control overall data flow between CPU, execution units, and the memory. In addition, it also ensures consistency and efficiency by preventing race conditions, replications, and unnecessary storage to memory. Based on the availability of CCM, which is responsible for keeping the clustered data up-to-date, SDM sends a signal to update centroid associated with the clusterID.

Similarity detection module calculates the clusterID for each input in a non-blocking pipelined fashion. If there are dependencies between neuron vectors, pipeline is stalled or data is forwarded to resolve these dependencies.

In our implementation, hardware/software platforms can control the accelerator through a communication interface, where a set of commands can be sent to the accelerator. For different kinds of network settings and memory requirements, users can generate the synthesizable RTL targeting both FPGA and ASIC. In addition, users can also reconfigure some network related parameters to customize the execution for different layers.

The details of each block are described in the following subsections.

5.1.1 Similarity Detection Module

Once the configuration settings are complete and hash tables are randomly initialized, input data start streaming into SDM. It completes its operation in $L$ stages, in which, the first stage is dedicated to perform the dot product. Subsequent stages perform integer/floating point additions in a tree-like structure. Therefore, the total execution time of SDM consists of one multiplication (simultaneously done by $K$ multipliers for all $K$ neuron vectors) plus $\log K$ number of additions. The resulting clusterID generated by the SDM is stored in an intermediate buffer. In case if multiple inputs with the same clusterID is received in the subsequent requests, pipeline gets stalled or the corresponding data is forwarded to ensure correct operation. Note that, in the base architecture implementation there are fixed number of multipliers and adders to perform these operations which puts a limit on the maximum number of neuron vectors supported. Obviously, the number of adders and multipliers can be increased to support increased number of neuron vectors but this will result with inefficient and expensive implementation for small sized neuron vectors. As will be explained in the advanced architecture implementation, it is possible to adapt the design dynamically through reconfiguration.

5.1.2 Centroid Calculation Module

Centroid calculation unit mainly computes the centroid value for a cluster. It operates in five stages in a pipelined fashion as shown in Figure 6. These stages are detailed as follows:

- Stage 1 - Memory Load: It fetches previously calculated centroid and number of elements in that cluster from memory.
- Stage 2 - Multiply: Performs multiplication on previous centroid and element count.
- Stage 3 - Addition: Performs addition on new neuron vector and previous stage’s output.
- Stage 4 - Division: Performs division on previous stage’s output and new element count, generating the new centroid.
- Stage 5 - Write Back: Calculates the new centroid with new element count and places it into memory.
As can be seen from this figure, overall design consists of several stages. At first stage, global controller fetches the instructions from CPU host and writes neuron vectors into global buffer. Then, neuron vectors are fed into similarity detection engine (SDM), which runs in a non-blocking pipelined fashion. The key generated by SDM is used by global controller to update the valid array. Then, neuron vector and the associated key are sent to the id cache and cluster cache. Id cache keeps the key information for clustered neuron vectors while cluster cache updates the cluster centroid via moving average filter.

5.2.1 Reconfiguration Engine
Reconfigurability is considered as part of the design in order for the proposed accelerator to be used by different convolutional layers with different properties. For example, SDM has the capability of handling the clusterIDs for different vector sizes and for different number of hash functions. Therefore, it is critical to achieve reconfiguration in order to achieve efficiency and speed at the same time. Reconfiguration can be in two ways, either online or offline.

In the online reconfiguration, parameters of the accelerator are modified during a transition from one convolutional layer to another one. This way, it will be possible to use less resources such as adders, multipliers, or storage elements. However, note that, for a realistic execution scenario, there needs to be an upper limit in the supported convolutional layer properties since the accelerator will be implemented either on an FPGA or an ASIC. To capture this in our implementation, we set upper limits for various parameters such as hash size and input dimension. For instance, to run CIFAR10 on our accelerator, we need a maximum hash size of 15 and a maximum input dimension size of 10. With an online reconfiguration, these parameters can be reduced down to zero during some parts of the execution.

On the other hand, offline reconfiguration, accelerator can be modified to be used for different networks based on the execution requirements. While offline reconfiguration is easier to manage, it provides less flexibility at runtime, which in turn may result with more energy consumption and under-utilization of the available resources. As explained earlier, layer by layer changes in a network will not be captured in such a scenario.

5.2.2 Memory Subsystem
There are different kinds of data that need to be accessed with different access patterns. For this reason, we extend our accelerator architecture to include different cache structures corresponding to each data type as shown in Figure 7. Details of these caches will further be explained in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.3 Memory Requirements
Reuse-centric implementation have multiple kinds of data associated with each convolutional layer and includes computation specific information. That is, each data object has different characteristics in terms of access pattern, size, and operations. Therefore, to achieve maximum efficiency in the advanced design, it is necessary to reflect on the different features of the memory subsystem architecture.

5.2.4 Memory Components
In this section, we describe memory subsystem architecture of the proposed accelerator. More specifically, in our memory subsystem, we manage each individual data separately by having independent caches for different kinds of data according to their access patterns as shown in Figure 7. In doing so, we 1) enable parallel accesses to multiple kinds of data and 2) optimize memory structure based on size of
Fig. 7. Advanced accelerator design with reconfiguration, memory support and caches.

Fig. 8. Details of the caches used in the accelerator.

each data object and access characteristics. There are two main cache units and a global buffer used in the design:

- **Global Buffer**: This is an SRAM storage area where all the centroids for all the clusters are stored. This buffer is designed to eliminate the need for frequent memory requests. Details of this component will further be discussed.

- **Cluster Cache (CLS)**: Calculated centroid value for a cluster is stored in this cache. This cache is indexed with the ID of the cluster. Thus, count value indicating the number of elements in a cluster is also stored with the centroid. Data object size is directly proportional to the dimension of the layer and data size.

- **ID Cache (IDS)**: This cache is used to store the cluster ID corresponding to each input. Thus, data object size is related to the hash size.

Integration of the global buffer and caches with the rest of the advanced architecture is shown in Figure 7. In our current implementation, these caches are accessed in a non-blocking pipelined fashion. Detailed block diagram of these caches can be seen in Figure 8.

In the first cycle, it performs metadata and data read operations, followed by a tag comparison in the next stage. If tags are matched and access is granted, then related way is selected and response is sent. In case of a miss, MSHR ensures the coherency by checking current state of the cache entry. For instance, if it is dirty, MSHR flushes entire cache block via Write-back unit. When there is an index discrepancy between successive data requests, new requests are kept in a negative acknowledged FIFO, called nAckFIFO, until the problem is resolved. This is also when the FIFO is drained through the arbitrators.

Moving average filter, which is found only in cluster cache, is used to calculate the new centroid on the fly. The formula we used for the calculation includes one addition, one subtraction and one division rather than one addition, one multiplication and one division. Eliminating the multiplication simplifies the implementation, even though it comes with some accuracy loss.

In order to extend our architecture for a multi-accelerator setup, we added a Probe Unit in both caches. If a probe request comes over the fully coherent bus interconnect, it establishes the cache coherency among different accelerator tiles.

In a cache implementation, it is important to keep temporal and spatial locality of each data object high for maximum throughput. These properties depend on the number of sets, number of ways, number of bytes in each block and number of words in a row. Therefore, various tests were performed for different combinations of these parameters to find the optimum set of values, as will be explained in Section 8.

### 5.2.5 Global Buffer

One of the main data structures required for our approach is the one holding the centroids of all clusters. Theoretically speaking, the maximum number of centroids equals to $2^H$ (H is the number of hashing functions). Multiplying it with the length of a subvector, L, we get $2^H \times L$ as the maximum size of such a data structure. This size can be too large to always fit into SRAM or cache (Global Buffer in our case). However, in reality, the actual size of this data structure is much smaller due to its sparse nature. More specifically, the non-empty clusters weigh less than 13.3% of the maximal size in all our experiments.

Based on the insight, our design employs an adaptive scheme for implementing the data structure. When the maximum size $2^H \times L$ is smaller than the buffer size (256KB in our implementation), the data structure takes the form of a directly accessible array. Otherwise, it takes an indirect sparse format, which consists of one indexing array CI, and one centroid array CA. When a new cluster is encountered,
its centroid is appended to the end of \( CA \), and the index (a short integer) is assigned to \( CI[i] \), where \( i \) is the numerical ID of that cluster (i.e., the corresponding \( H \)-bit vector from LSH). The space cost is \( 2^H + 2 + |CA| \).

As the worst-case storage requirement \( (2^H + L) \) for the respective layer of the benchmark can be easily computed, it is easy to enable direct or indirect access to the global buffer. The selection of the buffer size is given in more detail in the experimental setup.

5.2.6 Memory Request Handler

In case of a cache miss, MSHR is used to request data from memory. It consists of several states to keep the data coherent with the rest of the memory hierarchy.

State machine for MSHR starts with an invalid state. When there is a miss due to access permission, meaning that data exists in cache, tags are matched but requested operation is not allowed with the current access privileges, its metadata is updated by jumping to the meta-write state and then response is sent. Otherwise, there are two possible scenarios: If current permission is for read operation and requested permission is dirty, then data inside cache is written back to memory by changing to write-back states. If there is no need for write-back, meaning that data is not inside the cache, metadata is cleared and data is requested from memory through refill states. After data is taken from memory, metadata is updated and response is sent.

In addition, it is important to properly handle the outstanding DRAM access requests from all the internal memories and cache structures. Since our primary objective is to maximize throughput, we focus on increasing overall service rate of memory requests. In order to achieve this objective, overall memory bandwidth should be maximized. Memory bandwidth is determined by both on-chip memory bandwidth and off-chip memory bandwidth. Therefore, we need to allow parallel accesses to both on-chip memory and off-chip memory for maximum throughput. Our bus interconnect, TileLink, allows out-of-order completion for parallel requests to off-chip memory [15], which increases throughput considerably. Furthermore, we use different caches for different kinds of data and different MSHRs to control the memory accesses, thereby allowing parallel accesses to the on-chip memory as well, and improving the throughput further.

6 On-the-Fly Unfolding Module

The main purpose of this module is to support the efficient access to the input image. More specifically, using this module accelerator can avoid unfolding the entire matrix in memory. As can be seen in Figure 9, unfolding module sits in between the global controller/buffer and Similarity Detection Module. This hardware module has an internal buffer to store part of an image, and provides neuron vectors to similarity detection module in order through the use of shift registers. Note that, this improves the efficiency drastically as same neuron vectors are repetitively used by different similarity detection. To reuse these shared neuron vectors, our unfolding module uses convolution window and moves data according to this window size. Both cluster cache data and similarity detection module gets updated with the coordination of global controller and similarity detection module. Note that, the size of the convolution and other parameters can be customized through the reconfiguration engine.

![Advanced architecture supporting on the fly unfolding operation.](image)

Fig. 9. Advanced architecture supporting on the fly unfolding operation.

7 Synergy with Other CNN Accelerators

While we integrate our accelerator into an existing software platform, it can also be integrated into other CNN accelerators and reduce the training and inference time as well. Many of the existing accelerators [1], [4], [16]–[18] are designed to accelerate the convolutional layer, which does the matrix matrix multiplication between the input and the weight matrices. Our accelerator module can serve as a pre-processing step and reduce the size of the input matrix being fed into the CNN accelerators. Therefore, an accelerator for the similarity detection has more profound impact and better re-usability than only being specific to a certain CNN implementation.

As an example, integration of the general reuse discovery engine into Eyeriss [19] is implemented. Eyeriss is implemented in hardware as a CNN datafow using a spatial architecture with 168 processing elements. Our reuse discovery engine can be placed before the global buffer of Eyeriss as a pre-processing unit. Using similarity detection engine, centroids for similar input vectors are determined and stored inside local caches for later reuse. Finally, controller writes the centroids into the Eyeriss’ global buffer to serve as input for systolic data setup. Our reuse discovery engine can be integrated into other CNN accelerators similarly.

8 Evaluation

This section reports the performance improvement brought by the reuse-centric accelerator (basic and advanced designs) to both software implementations and other CNN accelerators. We also report the energy cost and a sensitivity study on the architectural design parameters.

8.1 Experimental Setup

We have implemented our base and advanced accelerator using Xilinx’s Vivado [20] tool on VCU118 [21] evaluation board and collected the energy and resource utilization. We measured performance using verilator [22] on the RTL generated from the design written in Chisel [23]. In addition,
we used DRAMSim2 [24] tool to model a DDR3 DRAM. Furthermore, we used Scale-Sim [25], [26] tool to measure the benefits on performance when our accelerator is integrated into Eyeriss [19]. Note that, while we implement the accelerator for general purpose CPUs, it can also be used with GPUs. Since it is an orthogonal technique, our proposed architecture can be embedded into GPUs to further reduce the overhead of similarity detection among neuron vectors.

8.1.1 Benchmarks

We use four convolutional neural networks to evaluate our accelerator: CifarNet [27], AlexNet [28], VGG-19 [29], and MobileNet [30]. Table 3 lists datasets running on described networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CifarNet</td>
<td>Cifar10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlexNet</td>
<td>Imagenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-19</td>
<td>Imagenet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>Imagenet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.2 Datasets

We use Cifar10 [27] and Imagenet [31] as our datasets for collecting the experimental results. Cifar10 has 60000 images with a size of 32x32, whereas Imagenet dataset has more than 14 million images with a size of 224x224.

8.1.3 Default Parameters

Selection of the optimal H and L parameters for a specific network is achieved through hyper-parameter optimization during training, as described in [9]. It is important to note that lower values for H and L are desired, provided that there is no accuracy loss during the inference. For our benchmarks, the minimum and maximum values for H and L are, \( H = \{10, 15\} \), \( L = \{5, 10\} \) for CifarNet, \( H = \{15, 16\} \), \( L = \{11, 24\} \) for AlexNet, \( H = \{12, 20\} \), \( L = \{9, 18\} \) for VGG, and \( H = \{8, 18\} \), \( L = \{3, 16\} \) for MobileNet, respectively.

Our default accelerator frequency is 50MHz and the global buffer size is 256KB. As explained in the advanced architecture details, we use a global buffer to hold the centroids of all clusters. According to the runtime characteristics, the largest space required is 206KB by the second layer of VGG. In order to be able to satisfy the requests from within the accelerator, we set the size of this buffer as 256KB. Most of the layers of our benchmarks fit within this space directly. More specifically, for all the layers of CifarNet, 4 layers of VGG, and 10 layers of MobileNet, centroids directly fit into the global buffer. On the other hand, all the remaining layers fit using indirect access mechanism.

8.1.4 Execution environments

We have four execution environments whose details are as follows:

1) **CPU**: A software based implementation running on a mobile CPU is compared against our accelerator. The specific embedded system used in our experiments is a Huawei SE Mate mobile phone, which has a Huawei HiSilicon KIRIN 659 processor with 8 cores (4×2.36 GHz Cortex-A53 + 4×1.7GHz Cortex-A53), and 64GB internal storage.

2) **Basic Accelerator**: Our basic reuse-centric architecture as explained in Section 4.

3) **Advanced Accelerator**: Our advanced reuse-centric architecture as detailed in Section 5.

4) **Eyeriss + Advanced Accelerator**: We further integrate our accelerator into an existing state of the art accelerator Eyeriss [19] in order to observe potential benefits in runtime. We use SCALE-sim [25], [26], a CNN accelerator simulator, to study the performance in terms of run time cycles.

8.2 Performance and Synergy with Existing Accelerators

Previous studies [9] on software methods have already reported that reuse-based convolutions achieve almost identical inference accuracies as the original CNNs do. The hardware accelerator does not change the accuracy. We hence focus the discussion on performance.

We evaluate the performance of our accelerator for the aforementioned networks and compare them with the mobile platform. We first study the performance of the similarity discovery module. As shown in Figure 11, the basic design accelerates the similarity discovery by up to 5.5X, compared to software implementations. The advanced design further enhanced the performance and gives up to 14.96X speedups. The advanced design performs much better than the basic design for all cases due to the memory support provided by the custom caches. Comparing the
more complex network architectures (AlexNet, VGG-19 and MobileNet), we can see that as the network goes deeper, the advanced design achieves larger speedup. In some cases, the performance improvements translate into relatively modest speedups when the entire execution is considered as shown in Figure 12. As expected, convolutional layers’ execution time mostly dominates the other layers. However, the reason for not fully utilizing the accelerator is due to the fact that the other parts of the convolution (unfolding, full result derivation, and centroid matrix multiplication) are implemented in software.

When the other parts are also accelerated, the benefits from the reuse-centric accelerator becomes much more significant. For instance, Eyeriss accelerates the 4th convolutional layer of AlexNet by 85.9X speedup [19] over the mobile CPU. Our experiments show that after reuse-centric accelerator is integrated into Eyeriss, Eyeriss runs 1.08X faster on average on AlexNet, as it processes only the centroid matrix multiplication, which is much smaller than the original. That translates to 92.8X speedups over mobile CPU.

It is important to note that the global data reuse techniques is compatible with all existing sparsity techniques. The granularity of sparsity can be categorized under four groups: fine-grained sparsity (zero-dimensional), vector-level sparsity (one dimensional), kernel-level sparsity (two dimensional), filter-level sparsity (three dimensional), from irregular to more regular [32]. It speeds up the similarity detection process, especially for higher-level sparsity techniques, since we process one vector at a time. This way, it reduces the overall runtime. Besides, even with fine-grained sparsity, skipping data locations marked as zero lowers energy consumption. As a result, all levels of sparsity techniques will benefit the similarity discovery engine.

### 8.3 Area Breakdown and Resource Utilization

For the configurations given in Table 4, our accelerator is synthesized and implemented through Xilinx’s Vivado tool. Area breakdown of the accelerator based on the number lookup tables (LUTs) used during implementation on FPGA is shown in Figure 13. Main module, LSH and the global controller occupies the largest area. As can be seen from this figure, caches take up a small space compared to others. Resource utilization of the main modules in our advanced design is given in Table 5.

### Related Work

There are a bunch of work on hardware DNN accelerators. Among them, FPGA [1], [4], [33]–[37] is well studied and shows great potential on accelerating DNN inference. [33] proposed a memory-centric design flow to synthesize reconfigurable accelerator template for CNN. It maximizes the on-chip memory usage with optimized data access patterns. With hand-optimized design templates, DNNWEAVR [1] can automatically generates synthesizable accelerators for given DNN-FPGA pairs. It translates a high-level specification in Caffe to its novel macro dataflow ISA and provides a heuristic algorithm to tile, schedule, and batch DNN operations in order to minimize off-chip memory access, maximize data reuses and the utilization of the FPGA’s memory and other resources. Alwani and other researchers [37] propose a new CNN evaluation strategy on FPGA.
which modifying the order in which the original input data are brought on chip. A new design methodology [4] has been proposed to solve the inefficiency issue caused by reconfiguring FPGA for CNN layers with different dimensions. While all these efforts focus solving the external memory access problem and efficient reconfigurability problem, they all try to implement the whole layer on CNN and run the whole CNN network on FPGAs. Our work tries to accelerate only the LSH related computation introduced by reuse-centric CNN acceleration. While we also face the memory bandwidth problem and the reconfigurability problem, we are forced to explore other ways to solve the problems because of the intrinsic characteristics of reuse-centric CNN as discussed in Section 2.

Some recent work [2], [5], [6] proposes designs of hardware accelerators to explore computation reuses in CNN. Riera et al. [2] points out that a large number of inputs of the fully-connected and convolutional layers have the same quantized value as in the previous DNN execution for sequence processing problems such as speech recognition, video classification and self-driving cars. They propose a computation reuse scheme based on this input similarity and implements this reuse-based inference technique on top of a state-of-the-art DNN accelerator. Similarly, EVA [6], as an extension to state-of-the-art CNN accelerator design, is a hardware module to detect the changes in the visual input and incrementally update a previously-computed activation. It implements an approximately incremental CNN execution approach and adaptively controls the trade-off between inference accuracy and resource efficiency. An other work [5] proposes UCNN, an accelerator to exploit weight-repetition in and across CNN filters. It reuses CNN subcomputations and reduces CNN model size. The first two work [2], [6] only explores temporal reuse opportunities on inputs while UCNN [5] only explores the spatial reuse opportunities on weight. Comparing to them, our general reuse-centric CNN accelerator exploits both the temporal and spatial reuse opportunities on the inputs. The similarities it explores are much more general than the aforementioned accelerators.

Researchers also propose hardware solutions for accelerating the LSH based algorithms [38]–[41]. Ternary Locality Sensitive hashing [38] is proposed to solve the LSH based nearest neighbor problem using ternary content addressable memory. It achieves a space requirement almost linear to the data base size and O(1) query time. Jiang and Maya [39] propose using FPGA to accelerate the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) algorithm. They adopt the LSH for approximate k-NN and optimize the main processing component in FPGA for this LSH-based algorithm to achieve high throughputs. A hierarchy staged LSH (HLSH) [40] takes advantages of the hierarchical memory structure (the fast and large memories) and realizes accelerations on Audio Fingerprint Search. These works all try to accelerate algorithms which has LSH as the core computation. However, none of them take a deep dive into the design of LSH on FPGA nor consider optimizing the architecture for LSH. Our work implements a hardware accelerator, which reduces the overhead of neuron vector similarity detection and reduces the energy consumption of reuse-centric CNN inference. It includes a custom memory subsystem with different cache structures along with reconfigurability features.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the concept of general reuse, and propose a hardware solution for the reuse-centric CNN acceleration, where a customizable accelerator architecture is implemented to reduce the energy consumption and to boost the performance compared to an embedded platform. We synthesized and implemented our design and tested with four CNN networks and two popular datasets. Except small layers present in the benchmarks, our accelerator outperforms the mobile platform both in terms of energy and performance. Specifically, we see up to 14.96X speedups for similarity discovery, up to 3.33X speedups for a convolutional layer. We expect these results to be an order of magnitude better when implemented on an ASIC.
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